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History The Foix is the river from Penedès. It has a course of little more than 40 kilometers. Born in the mountains of La Llacuna and flows in Cubelles. River flow is not rich at all, but with the more irregular and torrential regimes of Catalonia. In early 1901 Pelegrí Ballester observed a big flood in Xoriguera -masia located a little below the site currently occupied by the Foix dam- when he thought it would be easy to build a water reservoir and having a water use. In April, a couple of engineers, paid by Pelegrí Ballester, began to inspect the area and made the first technical evaluation of the project. In October, the mayor of Vilanova i la Geltrú, presented the idea to the Ministry of Public Works. The dam management committee was created and it was presided by deputy district Joan Ferrer. In August 1902 was commissioned an study to the engineer Gorria. On 12 February 1903 he presented his dam project with a budget of 1,457,334 pesetas. The commission estimated that would be enough for 100 pesetas wage of irrigated land to afford all the work. Despite the efforts of Deputies Francesc Macià and Bertran i Musitu, financing difficulties stopped public works until the beginning of 1910. Work on the dam were stretched for eighteen years instead of eight years specified. The foundations had to be more expensive because on the the right edge of the river there was one large fault.



A big flooding of the river, in september 1913- that in Cubelles erased the railway bridgediscovered a calcareous crack and and damaged the done Works. So at the end of 1913 . A finals de 1913 deficit was already 370,000 pesetas. New projects were done and new and new capital contributions were made, finally in 1928 the dam (32 meters high) was completed.



Construction of two channels began in 1924. The one in the right branches into two: one goes Cubelles and other to Cunit. The one of the left goes to Vilanova i la Geltrú. From this one two irrigation ditch were derived to Sant Pere de Ribes. 50 kilometers of irrigation ditch were built and not ended until 1943. The state appropriates dam in December 1935, and from that moment on, he built on his own. The final cost of the work was 6,893,525 pesetas. The reservoir is poorly designed and has many leaks to the calcareus stone. The river provides 430 liters per second and average reservoir loses about 325 liters per second. The reservoir has not lost its agricultural use, was used during the middle years of the twentieth century to supply water to Vilanova and Sitges, despite the sixties are projected town developments that damage the environment, today is a protected natural area .



Physical Geography The Foix Park territory is part, both morphological and structural also as lithological, of the Garraf Massif. Geographically located at the end of the Catalan Coastal Depression: a flat elongated NE-SW. It can be considered that this is an extension of this massif with some remarkable particularities. This means that the appearance of the landscape offered is the white-gray limestone(calcareous) and broken.



From the point of view of materials Basin river Foix reservoir hosts geological materials Quaternary periods, Miocene and Lower Cretaceous. Thus, while the area south of the reservoir is occupied by the limestone facies of the Cretaceous (which are highly fractured, as



they are relatively easily dissolved by rainwater or river water more or less charged with carbonic acid), the tighter area and over the head of the reservoir Miocene deposition materials are formed by clusters of limestone, and cement loamy sandstone containing abundant remains of marine fossils. This is the case of the stimulus of Castellet. Going North and NorthWest increase sandy loams bands.



As a mountainous area, a broader level, is included in the Serralada Litoral Catalana, consisting of three tipical units that comprise the typical Catalan coastal: Serralada prelitoral, depressió del Penedès i Serralada litoral. In the southern boundary of the park, the landscape element is the river Foix born in the Serralda prelitoral Catalana and flows through gentle slopes of Penedès across to the foothills of the Garraf, where breaks through and reaches the coastal plain, which flows to Cubelles. The extent of the Foix basin is about 312 km2 and its main focus, the river Foix, is 48.7 km long. It is a typical Mediterranean river and, therefore, presents a torrential regime, so it doesn't carry water regularly throughout the year. Generally have a slim volume that increases with rainfall maximums in spring and autumn. However, the capacity of the basin is large enough to provide flows in moments of 1000 liters / second, while the average flow is between 270 and 350 liters / second.



The type of calcareous (limestone) geology makes the movement of groundwater very important. This movement causes the reservoir, for example, much of the groundwater recharge in the area Cubelles. Unfortunately, apart from the springs birth there are discharges of wastewater despite prior treatment they receive in certain areas.



The EarthCache This earth cache consists of 5 questions and since we are not wise regarding geological questions; they are all very simple. If you read the description of this earthcache and with some simple search on Internet you can answer all questions correctly. Please send responses to [email protected], we will respond you as soon as possible.



Question 1 Go to Waypoint 1. From there you can see a large rocky outcrop, which is witness of the overflow reservoir; in the following image is highlighted in a red box:



What kind of rock type is this wall made of? A. Limestone B. Granite C. Conglomerate



Question 2 The Mohs scale of mineral hardness is based on the ability of one natural sample of mineral to scratch another mineral visibly. The samples of matter used by Mohs are all different minerals. Minerals are pure substances found in nature. Rocks are made up of one or more minerals. As the hardest known naturally occurring substance when the scale was designed, diamonds are at the top of the scale.



The hardness of a material is measured against the scale by finding the hardest material that the given material can scratch, and/or the softest material that can scratch the given material. For example, if some material is scratched by apatite but not by fluorite, its hardness on the Mohs scale would fall between 4 and 5.



According to the Mohs scale, which is the exact value of our stone hardness (the stone from question 1)?



Question 3 What major landform was found during the construction of the foundations of the dam? A. A chasm B. Sinkholes C. An extensive fault



Question 4



Considering that the Foix is subject to torrential, typical Mediterranean.



What are the main affluents of the river Foix? answer three of them



Question 5 Now go to Waypoint 2 and two columns that welcome the reservoir and invite you to take a ride on top of her dam, we have to focus on the right one, see picture below. ..



What four digit number is hidden under the red box?



Optional



As in many earth caches, we would like having a picture of you with your GPS or phone on the earthcache coordinates, or if you don't like upload photos to Internet, just take a photo close to the coordinates of the earthcache only of your GPS. Thank you very much!
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